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Preface

Law and the Hospitality Industry was designed and written to give the reader an easy-to-understand view of the multifaceted world of hospitality law. Both United States and international law is highlighted in this text. Within each chapter are found chapter objectives, chapter summary, and key terms—all meant to give the reader a better understanding of the subject-matter.

Law and the Hospitality Industry was designed to be versatile—it can be used as a complete text, a reference book, or as a hospitality manager's legal handbook.
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She has had her own travel agency in Corona del Mar, California; done tours to Mexico, Hollywood, Universal Studios, and NBC studios in Burbank, California. Sandi had her own tour operation to Cabo San Lucas, Mexico; has done the ground work for a fast-food franchise in London, England; given tours of Solomon’s Castle in Florida; and taught students to become travel agents and flight attendants at Kottner Travel School in Honolulu, Hawaii. She has been around the world alone, twice, traveling by plane, train, boat, ship, car, bus, “tap-tap,” rickshaw, camel, and elephant.

Besides holding her JD degree, she is also a graduate of Pacific Travel School in Santa Ana, California. She currently teaches hospitality law at Edison State College at their Fort Myers, Florida campus. Sandi has also taught business and law classes at South Florida Community College, Arcadia campus; Florida Southern College, Charlotte/DeSoto campus, and the University of California, Irvine. She has authored four other books—The Essentials of Florida Real Estate Law, Media and Entertainment Law, Those of Distant Campfires, and Then There’s Tomorrow.